. . An important factor in the successful deployment of federated web services-based business activities will be the ability to guarantee reliable distributed operation and execution under scalable conditions. For example advanced failure management is essential for any reliable distributed operation but especially for the target areas of web service architectures, where the activities can be constructed out of services located at different enterprises, and are accessed over heterogeneous networks topologies. In this paper we describe the first technologies and implementations coming out of the Obduro project, which has as a goal to apply the results of scalability and reliability research to global scalable service oriented architectures. We present technology developed for failure and availability tracking of processes involved in long running business activities within a web services coordination framework. The Service Tracker, Coordination Service and related development toolkits are available for public usage.
Introduction
One of the driving forces behind the emerge of service oriented computing is the desire to use services architectures to construct complex, federated activities. When composing a business activity out of services that are heavily distributed a strong need arises to provide guarantees about the reliability and availability of the components that make up the activity. In the same context one wants to ensure that the aggregated service can handle failures of the individual services gracefully. To provide these advanced guarantees, the web service architectures can draw from the experiences of two decades of advanced middleware systems development, which had similar reliability goals, albeit at a smaller scale and in less heterogeneous settings.
Some first steps in providing an interoperable framework for distributed message oriented services have been set with the security, routing, coordination and transaction specifications [2, 3] . Together with the reliable messaging specifications these will provide the first building blocks for constructing simple forms of federated web services based activities. Although these specifications do a reasonable job in laying the ground work for the interaction between the various services and the guarantees that can be achieved by making all of the distributed
